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to

Paul mcCartney in listening comprehension

Your contribution to NLF-Young adults is too vague...
7 augustus 2008

Paul,
You receive this letter by mail.
Your plans for participation in NLF are too vague.
Yes I know, we are both waiting for an official letter of the UN concerning an investigation on
crimes against humanity taking place within the International Criminal Court.
Therefore is hard to define a solid startingpoint within NLF or No Landmines.
I also know that I have given you a course in 'handling psychoses', behind screenes.
● Just to inform readers and your audience:'My documents/courses send to you have NO
copy and are somewhere in UK or BIN = You can make a lot of money out of me - my
documents - on auction or you can throw them away'.
But you - Paul - do have a bit of an attitute-problem.
As a celebrity you are used to all kinds of messages in the media. True of false.
You ignore whatever you need to igenore.
Times have changed.
In NLF, this approach of you causes more wars.
When you are not straightforward enough, psychoses grow. Due to the humiliation of victums.
Not being honest enough results in more slavery, torture and all those other crimes against
humanity. In a lawless situation or lawless-country, dictator-politicians or other war-lords
misuse the personal freedom given to them = they build businesses on the Devils' track in
order to become more powerful thanks through violence. You don't want to restraint them.
Waiting for Gods & Goddesses to do your job.
Only, straightforward behavior - based on facts & NLF - can stop those war-buildersprocedures. Up to now you have only raised funds for No Landmines. In that context its of
utmost importance that the UN investigates on ICC. If they don't, you have raised funds for
war-makers in stead of the victums. NO landmines does not prove to the people that they are
actually rescueing victums. Its too early to draw conclusions on this matter.
As long as you have not made clear what you want for NLF for Young adults - your message to
my readers is - :' I don't care if you can defend yourself or not against war-makers'.
I know you do care, but you are simply too much of a spoilt rotten celebrity, accustomed to a
comfortable lifestyle in which you can have all the personall freedom your wish. You are not
emotionally strong enough to face up to victums, during wars. Besides you do have some
trouble in your private life. But who hasn't!? Why do I say this? You are too much of a coward
in relationship to NLF. Can't start the necessary talks; fly away with your gitar....
I want you to work on your attitude-problem towards victums. You treath them like SHITT.
Demand you prove that the results of your fundraisings have to end the horrible position
victums live in. Fundraisings may not give war-makers more power at the cost of the victums
lives.
You have to educate yourself on 'handling psychoses'. GROW UP.
NLF is not a spoilt rotten celebrity toy.
Desiree

